Mercado Trial App
Installation & User Guide
For the
All-America
Selections Trials
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Android: Quick start guide
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Initial set up for Android:
1. You will get an email with this subject line: All-America

Selections has

created a Mercado account for you
2. This is what that email will look like:

3.
4.
5.
6.

Click on “Activate my account”
Go to the Play Store or App Store on your phone or tablet
Look for Mercado Trials and install the app
When the screen on the left comes up, will will need to tap “Scan” then scan the QR
code (sent via email and below on the right)

7. “Add Your Account” by using your e-mail address and the password you just created.
PLEASE RECORD YOUR USER NAME AND PASSWORD SOMEWHERE YOU CAN
EASILY ACCESS IT.
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8. Once signed in, you will see this screen:

9. Tap “Allow”
10. Now set up your 6 digit pin code (password) when you see this screen (with your email
address):
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The next screen will tell you to synchronize, tap the down arrow in the upper right corner.

10. “Observation Rounds” The choices on this screen will only be the trials you are assigned to.
*2020 AAS OS Trial
*2020 AAS ED Trial
*2020 AAS OV Trial
(We will add the HP trial in 2021)

11. IMPORTANT! Before selecting your Trial, you need to make a change in “Settings.”
Tap on the three dots in the upper right to get to settings, as marked by the red arrow below.
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Below left is the screen you will see. Note the “Show variety filter” is checked, or shows up
green. Tap that green button to uncheck the filter so it looks like the screen on the right and tap
the back arrow at the top left of the screen.

12. You will return to the “Observation Rounds” screen where you will select your trial.
Choose from one of these that you’ll see (the Refined Test Trial option is just from our
testing round)
*2020 AAS OS Trial
*2020 AAS ED Trial
*2020 AAS OV Trial
If you are judging more than one trial, just select one to begin.
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Android users will now see the screen below. Tap the
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+ button in the lower right to continue.

13. “Select Company” screen: After selecting your trial, select the company you work for
(Do Not choose All-America Selections), then tap “Next”
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14. “Select Location” screen. Select your trial location and tap “Next”
(Note: you should only see the locations associated with your company.)

15. “Visit details” screen will show today’s date, tap “Next”
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16. “Visit Summary” screen displays visit details, tap the “Save” icon to begin making
observations and entering interim scores.

Before moving to observations and scoring, one VERY IMPORTANT NOTICE:
In 2020, AAS is moving to
the industry standard
scoring of 1-5. We will no
longer have a 0 score
available. This matches
the industry’s standard
scoring scale.
If you think the entry is
worthy of an award, give it
a score of 4 or 5.
A score of 2.0 is NO
LONGER worthy of an
AAS Winner award!

PLEASE NOTE: YOU WILL NO LONGER GIVE LETTER SCORES TO THE COMPARISONS,
ONLY NUMBER SCORES FOR THE ENTRIES.
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You may now start entering scores and observations.
17. In this example, you are looking at entry 20OS08, red Celosia (the entries show up
alphabetically by class) Holding your phone vertically will show 1 trait per screen,
horizontally will show 3 traits per screen. Tablets will show approx. 3 traits vertically and
5 traits horizontally depending on the tablet size.

NOTE: Swipe through each trait for an entry, judge at least the ones marked in “Traits to
Judge” then tap the right arrow to go to the next entry. Repeat.
When finished entering scores for all entries during this visit, your ratings will
automatically be saved.
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Table View screen

From tapping on the three dots above, then selecting “Show Variety info” you will see this
screen:
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18. Once you have entered all scores for your visit you can go back to the Visit screen then
upload, or sync, your data to Mercado by tapping the “Sync” arrow graphic at the top
right of your screen. (Wi-fi or data connection needed to sync)
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19. It will confirm which visit(s) you want to sync by showing this screen:
Tap the “sync” arrows in the top right corner to initiate sync.
IF YOU SEE A FLAG, DO NOT USE THE FLAG OPTION TO SYNC!

Congratulations, you have done your first observation for the 2020 AAS Trial!
You are allowed to add as many visits as you wish throughout the season but every judge is
required to have AT LEAST ONE VISIT entered and synced before adding and submitting their
“Final Score” by October 1.
More instructions on how to enter your “Judge’s Final Score” is on page 16.
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Subsequent Visits
Subsequent visits will not require you to choose your company and location, you will open the
Mercado app and see the “Login” screen.

After entering your passcode, choose your trial to start a new visit, edit an old visit, or enter
scores from a previous date.
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Adding a visit date:
Select the +VISIT option, the next screen will be “Add visit” and have today’s date listed, tap
“Next” to use today’s date, or tap on the date and you will be able to customize an observation
date visit. (Use this option to enter information you observed on a previous date.)

Once your date is chosen, you will see the “Add visit” screen, tap “Save” to begin entering your
observations.
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What happens at the end of the trialing season:
Now that you have the app figured out, the next question is likely,
“What happens at the end of the season? How do I enter my final score?”
Around mid-summer, we will launch another Observiation Round called the “Final Observation
Round”. In this round, you only need to enter your comments and your Final score. So, the two
traits on each variety will be “Judge Comments” and “Judge Final Score”
Once that is complete and you sync your results, you are finished for the season!
IMPORTANT – You must complete at least one visit in the Interim Observation Round, plus
one visit in the Final Observation Round to complete your trial(s).
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